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Summary. — The short hard gamma ray burst (SHB) 170817A that followed
GW170817, the first neutron stars merger (NSM) detected in gravitational waves
(GWs), has shown beyond doubt that NSMs produce SHBs. Its low luminosity
and other properties that differ from those of ordinary SHBs were predicted by
the cannonball model for relatively nearby SHBs, which almost entirely are low
luminosity SHBs viewed from far off-axis. Such far off-axis low luminosity SHBs
are mostly the smoking guns of nearby NSMs, like those detectable by Ligo-Virgo.
The smoking guns of much more distant NSMs are PWN afterglows powered by the
spin-down of the nascent n*s, preceded by a visible SHB, or by an invisible SHB,
which is beamed away from Earth.
1. – Long history in short
Gamma ray bursts (GRBs) were discovered in 1967 by the U.S. Vela spy satellites [1].
They seem to be divided into two distinct classes [2], long duration gamma ray bursts
(GRBs) that usually last more than 2 s, and short hard bursts (SHBs) that usually last
less than 2 s. While there is clear observational evidence for the production of long
duration GRBs in broad line supernova explosions (SNe) of type Ic [3], and perhaps in
the phase transition of neutron stars (SN-less GRBs) in high mass X-ray binaries [4],
until August 17, 2017 neither the origin, nor the production mechanism of SHBs were
established observationally [5].
The year 1967 was also the discovery year of the first pulsar by Jocelyn Bell and
Antony Hewish [6]. Shortly later, Franco Pacini [7] suggested that pulsars are fast
spinning neutron stars with a large magnetic field whose existence was suggested in
1934 by Walter Baade and Fritz Zwicky [8]. In 1975, eight years after the discovery of
pulsars [6], Russell Hulse and Joseph Taylor published the discovery of the first binary
pulsar PSR B1913+16 [9], which led Wagoner [10] to suggest timing measurements of
PSR B1913+16 for testing the existence of gravitational radiation predicted by general
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relativity. Follow-up timing observations by Taylor and Weisberg [11] of the spiral-in of
the pulsars in PSR B1913+16 confirmed the behavior predicted by General Relativity.
The evidence on the shrinking orbit of the n*s in PSR B1913+16 led Goodman,
Dar and Nussinov [12] to suggest that GRBs may be produced in external galaxies
by neutrino-antineutrino annihilation e+e−γ fireballs [13] around the nascent compact
object —a massive neutron star, quark star or black hole— not only in stripped envelope
supernova explosions but also in mergers of neutron stars (n*s) in compact n*n* binaries.
However, observations with the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) shortly
after its launch in 1991 indicated that GRBs are extragalactic, mostly at very large cos-
mological distances [14] such that neutrino-annihilation fireballs around nascent neutron
stars and black holes in stripped envelope supernovae and merger of neutron stars, are not
powerful enough to produce observable GRBs. Consequently, Shaviv and Dar [15] sug-
gested that GRBs are narrowly beamed rather than isotropic, and are produced by jets
of highly relativistic plasmoids (cannonballs) of ordinary matter through inverse Comp-
ton scattering (ICS) of light surrounding their launch sites. Such jets can be launched
in merger of compact stars due to the emission of gravitational waves, in a phase tran-
sition of neutron stars to a more compact object (quark star or black hole) following
mass accretion in compact binaries, or in stripped-envelope core-collapse supernova ex-
plosions [12,15].
The localization of GRBS with BeppoSAX [16] led to the discovery of GRB after-
glows at longer wave lengths, which led to the discoveries of their host galaxies, their
redshifts, the SN-GRB association, SN-less GRBs, and the detailed properties of their
prompt and afterglow emissions over the entire electromagnetic spectrum. These achieve-
ments were mainly due to the combination of space based observations with BeppoSAX,
HETE, Swift, Konus-Wind, Fermi, Integral, CXO, XMM-Newton, and the Hubble Space
Telescope, and ground based optical and radio telescopes during the past two decades.
The mounting data on GRBs, SHBs, their afterglows and their environments from
these observations in the past two decades have been analyzed mainly with two theoretical
models, the fireball model which was suggested by Goodman [13] more than 3 decades
ago and has been revised over and over again in an attempt to explain GRBs and their
afterglows [17], and the cannonball model [18]. Both models were claimed to explain
well these data. But critical tests of the key falsifiable predictions of these models (see,
e.g., [19] and references therein), which do not involve free adjustable parameters and
multiple choices, clearly indicate that the falsifiable predictions of only the CB model
are well satisfied by the observational data on GRBs and SHBs (Dado and Dar, to be
published).
On August 17, 2017, GW170817, the first NSM event detected in gravitational waves
by Ligo-Virgo [20], was followed by a short gamma ray burst, SHB170817A, detected by
the Fermi [21] and Integral [22] satellites. It began 1.74 ± 0.05 s after the chirp ending
the arrival of gravitational waves from GW170817. It was the first indisputable NSM-
SHB association, indicating that SHBs probably are the smoking guns of neutron star
mergers, despite the fact that SHB170817A and its afterglow appeared very different
from all SHBs and SHB afterglows observed before. These different observed properties
of SHBs following NSM detections by the current Ligo-Virgo detectors, were, in fact,
predicted [23] two days before the GW170817-SHB170817A event. In the CB model,
SHBs are highly beamed. Because of that and the small rate of NSM events within the
detection horizon of Ligo-Virgo, such NSMs produce mainly far off-axis SHBs, which
appear different from much more distant SHBs, most of which are observed near axis.
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2. – The prompt emission
In the CB model, the gamma-ray generating mechanism in SHBs is ICS of a light
(glory) surrounding the launch site of a jet of CBs fired with a high bulk motion Lorentz
factor γ0 ∼ 103 by fall-back ejecta in NSMs on the nascent compact object (neutron star,
quark star, or a stellar black hole).
The delay of ∼ 1.74 s in the arrival time of the first γ-rays of SHB170817A after
the chirp ending the arrival of gravitational waves from GW170817 may be due to the
fall-back time of ejecta from the NSM.
The glory around binary pulsars. – Young pulsars are usually surrounded by a pulsar
wind nebula (PWN) [24], which absorbs their magnetic dipole radiation, relativistic
wind, high energy particles and ejecta, and converts their energy to a glory with an
exponentially cutoff power-law spectrum with a peak energy flux around 1 eV [25]. The
observed duration of the resolved pulses in SHBs requires a glory of a typical size R ∼
1015 cm. Such a relatively small size PWN may be quite natural for very compact neutron
stars (n*s) binaries. Assuming that both n*s may be approximated by point masses in a
circular orbit, their separation a decreases at a rate da/dt = −a/tGW , where the merger
timescale due to the gravitational radiation is given in geometrized units (G=c=1) by
tGW = (5/64)a4/μM2. M = M1 + M2 is the total mass and μ = M1M2/(M1 + M2)
is the reduced mass of the n*n* binary. For canonical neutron stars, with M1 = M2 =
1.4M and initial separation a, the merger time due to gravitational radiation is tm =∫
(dt/da)da ≈ 1.76 (a/2R)4 Gy. This suggests that n*n* binaries with a merger time
much shorter than the Hubble time must be born in very compact binaries where a  R.
Such compact binaries may be formed either in a single SN explosion of a massive star
by fission of its fast rotating core during its rapid collapse, or, perhaps, in two separate
SN explosions in massive star binaries where dynamical friction in a common envelope
phase shrinks the binary separation [26].
The Ep − Eiso correlations and SHB170817A. – The CB model entails very simple
correlations between the main observables of SHBs, and of GRBs [27]. For instance, a
burst at redshift z viewed from an angle θ  1 (Doppler factor δ  2 γ/(1 + γ2 θ2)), the
peak energy of its time-integrated energy spectrum satisfies (1 + z)Ep ∝ γ δ, while its
isotropic-equivalent total gamma-ray energy is Eiso ∝ γ δ3. Consequently, in ordinary
GRBs and SHBs, mostly viewed from an angle θ ≈ 1/γ,
(1) (1 + z)Ep ∝ [Eiso]1/2,
while in far off-axis (θ2  1/γ2) ones,
(2) (1 + z)Ep ∝ [Eiso]1/3.
The correlations summarized in eq. (1) for ordinary near axis GRBs, later discovered
empirically by Amati et al. [28] and for near axis SHBs, are shown in fig. 1. Also shown
The correlations represented by eq. (2) for far off-axis GRBs and SHBs. As shown, both
near axis GRBs and SHBs, and far off-axis GRBs satisfy well the predicted correlations.
Equation (2) for low luminosity (far off-axis) SHBs, however, cannot be tested yet because
of lacking data on low luminosity SHBs.
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Fig. 1. – Top left: a CB as it crosses and exits the blue glory of a yellow toroidal PWN around
NSM. The CB’s electrons Compton up-scatter glory photons with incident angles which decrease
with increasing distance from the CB launch point. Top right: the [Ep, Eiso] correlation for near
axis GRBs. Bottom: the [Ep, Eiso] correlation for far off-axis GRBs (left) and SHBs (right).
The lines are the CB model predictions, eqs. (1),(2), for near and far off-axis bursts.
The viewing angle of SHB170817A. – In the CB model, the relatively small Eiso ≈
5.4 × 1046 erg of SHB170817A [29] suggests that it was viewed from far off-axis. This
is supported by its relatively large Ep, as can be seen from fig. 1. Far off-axis viewing
angles yield γ δ ≈ 2/θ2. Hence, ICS of a glory with a peak photon energy εp ≈ 1 eV by a
jet, which is viewed from far off-axis, yields (1+z)Ep ≈ 2/θ2 eV. The T90 measured Ep =
82± 23 keV of SHB170817A [21] indicates a viewing angle θ ≈
√
2/82 × 103 ≈ 5× 10−3.
Such a small viewing angle appears to imply a very small probability of NSM170817 to
produce an SHB visible from Earth. However, neither the number of CBs launced in an
NSM, nor their time sequence, nor their emission directions, are predicted by the CB
model. A shotgun configuration of the emitted CBs, and/or a precession of the emission
direction, as observed in pulsars and microquasars, combined with relativistic beaming,
can make only a small fraction of the emitted CBs visible. That, and the very near
location of SHB170817A can enhance the detection rate of such events by a large factor
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compared to that estimated from the assumption that only the CBs which produced the
observed light curves were actually emitted.
More information from Ep and Eiso. – The canonical value γ ≈ 1000 deduced for
ordinary SHBs [30], and a viewing angle θ ≈ 5 mrad, yield δ = 80. In the Thomson
regime (2γε  mec2), the distribution of the incident photons after Compton scattering
in the CB is nearly isotropic. In the observer frame, this distribution becomes dNγ/dΩ =
Nγ δ
2/4π . Hence, the canonical γ ≈ 1000 of CBs extracted from ordinary SHBs [30],
Eiso ≈ 5.4× 1046 erg [29], and Ep = 82 keV [21] in SHB170817A, yield a total number of
ICS photons Nγ = Eiso/Ep δ2 ≈ 6.4 × 1049, and a total γ-ray energy Eγ ≈ εp γ2 Nγ ≈
1.0 × 1044 erg.
Assuming that ejected CBs in NSMs are made of n* surface material, i.e., mainly iron
nuclei with a roughly equal number of protons and neutrons [31], and that the kinetic
energy of the CB electrons powers the prompt γ-ray emission by ICS of glory light, then,
in the CB model, the estimated kinetic energy of the CB in SHB170817A was Ek ≈
2mp Eγ/me ≈ 3.7 × 1047 erg, and its baryon number was Nb ≈ Ek/mpc2γ ≈ 2.5 × 1047.
In the CB model, the peak time Δ of the prompt emission pulse is reached when
the CB becomes transparent to photons, i.e., when the photon’s mean diffusion time
td out of the CB satisfies R2CB/(c λ) = Δ. The photon’s mean free path λ that is
dominated by Thomson scattering on free electrons is given by λ = 4π R3CB/(Ne σT )
where σT = 0.67 × 10−24 cm2 is the Thomson cross section, and the electron number
of the CB satisfies Ne ≈ Nb/2. Thus, the peak time of the ICS pulse in SHB170817A
formed by a CB with Ne ≈ Nb/2 ≈ 1.25×1047, which is expanding with a speed of sound
in a relativistic gas, v = c/
√
3, is expected to occur at Δ ≈ 3
√
3 Ne σT /4π c
2 δ = 0.69 s.
The mean photon density ng of the glory in the volume V from where the SHB photons
were scattered, satisfies Nγ = ng V ≈ ng π γ δ3 c3 Δ3/9. It yields ng ≈ 4.0 × 1010 cm−3
for a peak time Δ ≈ 0.69 s of the prompt emission pulse of SHB170817A.
The pulse shape. – The observed pulse-shape produced by ICS of glory light with an
exponentially cut off power law (CPL) spectrum, dng/dε ∝ ε−α exp(−ε/εp) at redshift
z, by a CB is given approximately (see, e.g., eq. (12) in [30]) by
(3) E
d2Nγ
dE dt
∝ t
2
(t2 + Δ2)2
E1−α exp(−E/Ep(t)) ,
where Δ is approximately the peak time of the pulse in the observer frame, which occurs
when the CB becomes transparent to its internal radiation, and Ep ≈ Ep(t = Δ).
In eq. (3), the early temporal rise like t2 is produced by the increasing cross section,
π R2CB ∝ t2, of the fast expanding CB when it is still opaque to radiation. When the
CB becomes transparent to radiation due to its fast expansion, its cross section for ICS
becomes σT Ne ≈ const. That, and the density of the ambient photons, which for a
distance r = γ δ c t/(1 + z) > R decreases like ng(r) ≈ ng(0) (R/r)2 ∝ t−2, produce the
temporal decline like t−2.
The ICS of glory photons with energy ε by the CB electrons boosts their energies to
observed energies E = γ δ(1 + β cos θ)ε/(1 + z). The unknown geometry of the PWN of
n*n* binaries can be very complex and different in different SHBs. The glory, however,
may attain a more universal shape, in particular outside the PWNs. To demonstrate the
effect of the increasing anisotropy of the glory photons when a CB moves away from its
launch point, consider, for simplicity, a CB launched along the axis of a glory of torus-like
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Fig. 2. – Comparison of the pulse shape for Em = 50 keV of the first pulse of SHB170817A [29]
and the CB model pulse shape as given by eq. (3).
PWN with a radius R, as illustrated in fig. 1. In that case cos θ = −r/
√
r2 + R2 for glory
photons which intercept the CB at a distance r from the center. It yields a t-dependent
(4) Ep(t) = Ep(0)[1 − t/
√
t2 + τ2],
with τ = R (1 + z)/γ δ c and Ep ≈ Ep(t ≈ Δ), where Δ is approximately the peak time
of the pulse. For α not very different from 1, the integration of d2N(E, t)/dE dt from
E = Em upwards yields
(5) N(t, E > Em) ∝
t2
(t2 + Δ2)2
exp(−Em/Ep(t)).
A best fit of eq. (5) to the observed pulse shape [29] for Em = 50 keV, which is shown
in fig. 2, returns Δ = 0.54 s, τ = 0.65 s, and Ep(0) = 260 keV. The best fit value of Δ
yields Ep ≈ Ep(Δ) = 94 keV, while τ = 0.65 s yields a PWN radius R ≈ 1.3 × 1015 cm.
3. – Extended emission
A considerable fraction of SHBs show an extended emission (EE) after the prompt
SHB [32]. Such SHBs may take place in rich star clusters or globular clusters (GCs) [30],
where the ratio of neutron stars to main sequence stars is much higher than in the regular
interstellar medium of galaxies.
When the ICS of ambient light in a GC by a CB launched in NSMs takes over the
fast decay of the prompt emission, the CB is already transparent to radiation, and its
EE light curve has a form similar to that of the decay phase of the prompt emission in
eq. (5),
(6) E
d2Nγ
dE dt
∝ 1
(t2 + Δ′2)
E1−α
′
exp(−t/τ ′(E)),
where primes indicate GC values, i.e., Δ′ ≈ (1 + z)RGC/γ δ c, and τ ′(E) = ε′p RGC/cE.
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Fig. 3. – The X-ray light curves of a representative sample of SHBs with a well sampled X-ray
afterglow observed with the Swift XRT [35] before SHB170817A, and the best fits of ICS of
glory light taken over by PWN emission powered by a millisecond pulsar [4].
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The follow-up observations of SHB170817A may have started too late for the detection
of an extended emission. However, if indeed SHB170817A did not take place in a GC or
a bright location in its host galaxy NGC4993 [33], then no EE was expected in the CB
model.
4. – The early-time afterglow
The X-ray afterglows of ordinary SHBs are well explained by PWN emission powered
by the rotational energy loss through magnetic dipole radiation (MDR), relativistic winds
and high energy particles of the nascent millisecond pulsars (MSPs) in NSMs [34]. In a
steady state, the X-ray luminosity powered by the spin-down of the MSP has the form
(7) Lb ≈ Lmsp(0)[1 − e−t
2/2 t2r ]/(1 + t/tb)2,
where t2r = 3Ne σT /8π c v and tb = Pi/2 Ṗi and Pi = P (t = 0) is the initial period of
the nascent n*. This afterglow takes over during the fast decay phase of the prompt
emission in SHBs without extended emission, or during the extended emission phase in
SHBs with extended emission [34], as demonstrated in fig. 3.
The observed UVOIR afterglow of SHB170817A in the first three weeks after burst
can be well explained by a PWN emission powered by the rotational energy loss of the
nascent millisecond pulsars (MSPs) in NSMs [34], or by the expansion of an Arnett-
type fireball [36] powered by several sources. Such sources include neutrino-anti neutrino
annihilation outside the merging n*s [12], decay of radioactive elements within merger
ejecta (macronova) [37] and by the radiation, high energy particles and relativistic winds
emitted from the binary n*n* before the merger, or by a nascent n* after the merger.
If the remnant of the NSM is a black hole within a fireball/macronova, which ex-
pands with a constant velocity v, its late time light curve after td, the time it becomes
transparent to radiation, is given by [34]
(8) Lb ≈ L(td) e−t
2/(2 t2r).
In fig. 4 we compare the bolometric light curve of the UVOIR afterglow of
SHB170817A during the first three weeks after burst with that predicted for a PWN
powered by a nascent millisecond pulsar or a fireball surrounding a nascent black hole.
A best fit of eq. (7) to the bolometric light curve of SHB170817A reported in [38] and
shown in fig. 4 returns Lmsp(0) = 2.27× 1042 erg/s, tb = 1.15 d, and tr = 0.23 d, with an
entirely satisfactory χ2/dof = 1.04.
The CB model best fit to the measured bolometric light curve of the afterglow of
SHB170817A in the first three weeks after burst [38], as shown in fig. 4, suggests that
the compact remnant of NSM170817 is a pulsar rather than a stellar mass black hole.
Indeed, the UVOIR afterglow of SHB170817A observed at t > 0.4 day has a very similar
shape to the X-ray afterglows of SHBs 051221A and 060614 [35] observed in the same
time interval, as shown in fig. 3.
5. – The far off-axis late-time afterglow
The circumburst medium in the path of a CB moving with a Lorentz factor γ  1 is
completely ionized by the CB’s radiation. The ions of the medium that the CB sweeps
in generate within it turbulent magnetic fields. The electrons that enter the CB with a
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Fig. 4. – Left: the best fit CB model bolometric light curve of SHB170817A as given by eq. (7)
to that reported in [38], assuming a neutron star remnant. Right: the best fit bolometric light
curve as given by eq. (8) to that of SHB170817A reported in [39].
Lorentz factor γ(t) in its rest frame are Fermi accelerated there, and cool by emission of
synchrotron radiation, an isotropic afterglow in the CB’s rest frame. As for the rest of
the CB’s radiations, the emitted photons are beamed into a narrow cone along the CB’s
direction of motion, their arrival times are aberrated, and their energies boosted by the
Doppler factor δ(t) and redshifted by the cosmic expansion.
The observed spectral energy density of the unabsorbed synchrotron afterglow has the
form (e.g., eq. (28) in [40])
(9) Fν ∝ [γ(t)]3 β−1 [δ(t)]β+3 ν−β ,
where β is the spectral index of the emitted radiation at a frequency ν. The swept-in
ionized material decelerates the CB’s motion. Energy-momentum conservation for such a
plastic collision between a CB of baryon number NB , radius RCB , and an initial Lorentz
factor γ0  1 yields the deceleration law (e.g., eq. (3) in [41])
(10) γ(t) =
γ0
[
√
(1 + θ2 γ20)2 + t/ts − θ2 γ20 ]1/2
,
where ts = (1 + z)NB/(8 c n π R2CB γ
3
0) is the slow-down time scale. The frequency and
time dependence of the afterglow that follow from eqs. (9),(10) depend only on three
parameters: the product γ0 θ, the spectral index β, and the slow-down time-scale ts.
For t  tb = (1 + θ2 γ20)2 ts, eq. (10) yields γ(t) ∝ t−1/4, and consequently a power-law
decline, Fν(t) ∝ t−(β+1/2) ν−β , independent of the values of tb and γ(0) θ. In fig. 5 we
compare the observed light curves of the late-time radio and X-ray unabsorbed afterglows
of SHB170817A and those predicted by eq. (9), for the observed radio to X-ray spectral
index β = 0.57 ± 0.09, eq. (10) for γ(t) with γ(0) θ = 5 estimated from the measured
Ep = 82 keV, and ts = 0.137 days obtained from a best fit to the X-ray data.
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Fig. 5. – Left: comparison between the light curve of the X-ray afterglow of SHB170817A
measured with the CXO [42] and the light curve expected in the CB model as described in
the text. Right: comparison between the 6 GHz light curve of the afterglow of SHB170817A
measured with the VLA [43] and the light curve expected in the CB model as described in the
text.
6. – Superluminal motion
A very specific prediction of the CB model is an apparent superluminal speed Vapp in
the plane of the sky, relative to launch sites of the CBs moving towards the observer at
a small but not vanishing angle θ [44], which satisfies
(11) Vapp ≈ [2 γ(t)2 θ/(1 + θ2γ(t)2)] c ,
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Fig. 6. – CB model estimate of the superluminal speed (left) and angular displacement (right)
of the leading CB relative to the location of SHB170817A as a function of time after burst.
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with γ(t) as in eq. (10). The angular displacement α(t) from the location of the neutron
star merger to the CB’s later position is
(12) α(t) = c
∫ t
0
dt′ Vapp(t′)/DA ,
where DA is the angular distance to the SHB. In fig. 6 we plot the estimated superluminal
speed and angular displacement expected for SHB170817A in the CB model, for γ(0) ≈
103 θ ≈ 5 mrad ts = 0.137 d, and DA = 39.6 Mpc the angular distance to SHB170817A
in the standard cosmology.
7. – Conclusions [45]
1) GW170817-SHB170817A has shown beyond doubt that n*n* mergers produce
SHBs.
2) The properties of SHB170817A, that appeared different from those of ordinary
SHBs, are those expected in the CB model for an ordinary SHB viewed far off-axis.
3) In spite of the CB-model’s simplicity, it reproduces very well the γ-ray pulse, the
following UVOIR emission and the light curves of the late-time radio to X-ray after-
glow of SHB170817A. The underlying model intrinsic and environmental parame-
tres extracted from both the pulse and the afterglow are very consistent. Moreover,
they are compatible with our previous CB model analyses of GRB and SHB pulses
and afterglows. They suggest that:
4) The n*n* binary was produced in a common envelope core collapse SN.
5) The remnant of NSM170817 was a neutron star.
6) The n*n* merger took place inside a PWN.
7) The observed UVOIR light from SHB170817A in the first 3 weeks after burst,
probably, was that of PWN powered by the nascent MSP.
8) The late-time radio to X-ray afterglow is the synchrotron radiation expected from
the deceleration in the ISM of a higly relativistic jet viewed from far off-axis.
9) The radio AG of SHB170817A still provides a rare opportunity to observe an ap-
parent superluminal jet.
10) SHB170817A did not provide compelling evidence that NSMs produce kilonovae.
11) The smoking guns of NSMs detected by Ligo-Virgo detected will be exclusively far
off-axis SHBs or orphan afterglows.
∗ ∗ ∗
We are grateful to A. De Rújula for a long and fruitful collaboration in the develop-
ment of the CB model and its many applications.
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